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Our team--Tom Griner, Josef Rousek, Ken
Kasterko, Randy Hughes, and Tommy Hovsepian-have been friends, pastors, and entrepreneurs for
many years, and are committed to promoting the
Judeo-Christian worldview of free enterprise as
the solution to world poverty. We desire to equip
all people to live out of the biblical wisdom that
integrates faith, work, and economics for human
flourishing. We welcome your feedback and hope
you'll join us in the journey. -Tom Griner
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This woman caught the vision at our seminar. With
the help of friends, she purchased a Popcorn Popper
Machine. She’s now a wholesaler to retail sellers. It's
her way out of poverty.

The Cure is
Free Enterprise

Money and humanitarian aid do not cure poverty. If
they did, Haiti, which has received billions of dollars
and humanitarian aid, would be a developed country
by now. Yet, it remains one of the poorest countries
in the world. Over many decades Sub-Saharan Africa
has also received great allocations of money and
food, and yet it too remains in abject poverty.
So, what's the deal? What causes poverty? The
infusion of aid and money obviously doesn't cure it.
The World Bank (2016) reports that poverty has
fallen worldwide by fifty percent in the last thirty
years. They say free enterprise is the reason, not aid
and money infusions, which makes perfect sense.
Historically, the majority of the world lived in poverty
until the emergence of modern capitalism (free
enterprise) in 1820. Since then, the world’s percapita income has mushroomed over eight hundred
percent, especially in the United States and Europe.
Growth has been explosive bringing with it
remarkable improvements to almost everything
including justice, education, opportunity, technology
and medicine.
It's becoming clear that the root of poverty is not a
lack of resources, instead it's a lack of culture and
ideas. However a society views itself and the world
determines the kind of life those people can create.
For example, the Haitians are committed to the
religion of Voodoo. This religion carries a fatalistic
belief that stripes them of any sense of selfdetermination. It says what happens, or what you
become, is not yours to decide. You are under the
sway of ancestral spirits that determine your life.

Why?
It's Divine

Isn’t free enterprise (capitalism) immoral? Isn’t it a
greedy system that takes from the poor and gives to
the rich? What about all those stories of big greedy
corporations? Yes, any good thing can be twisted and
turned into something bad. And though there are
abusers, the fact remains, free enterprise is an
incredible means of prosperity for any society.
Free enterprise is not something that can be
quantified. It's more like the flight of a flock of birds
turning here, then there, with perfect liberty. It's
nature is wholly human depending on mutuality,
honesty, trust, integrity and accountability. It works
beautifully where a society honors law, property
rights, and the dignity of its citizens. The fidelity of
these virtues are key to its success and are the
matrix in which human trading happens.
Free enterprise will not only produce wealth, but it
will promote moral healthiness in any society that
practices it. That’s because all people are created in
the image of God and have a moral bent towards
good, living safely in community, and trading value for
value among themselves. Though some may cheat,
the desire for a fair and honest opportunity to
exchange value for value will prevail for the good of
the community.
Free enterprise is God's plan for eliminating poverty
and it comes preloaded in humanity. It only needs to
be called forth, and given opportunity to do its work.
"Any enterprise is built by wise planning,
becomes strong through common sense,
and profits wonderfully by keeping
abreast of the facts." (Prov. 24:3-5)

Our Reach

After years of doing city evangelism and hosting
feeding programs in Africa, we’re adding a focus to
teach free enterprise from a biblical perspective.
This is a necessary step in helping disciple the
nations.
Our primary focus has been Zambia, a self declared
Christian nation, but which continues in poverty.
They know the verse, "Blessed is the nation whose
God is the Lord," and many have asked us, "Why
aren't we prospering, we're a Christian nation?" It
would be cruel to just tell them to be content with
the knowledge that their going to heaven. They're
alive on the earth now, and they need food and
shoes on their feet for themselves, and their
children, right now. Our answer is that God desires
to give them power to get wealth. But it's more than
prayer, it requires action based on godly wisdom. A
farmer can pray, but unless he plants a seed he will
never have a harvest. This is the law of sowing and
reaping. Most Africans have little value for savings.
They'll typically eat, drink and spend all they have
today with no thought of tomorrow. But without a
value for savings, even in terribly difficult
circumstances, business success is almost
impossible. They'll have no seed for tomorrow, and
therefore no harvest.
We have recently begun hosting business seminars
in key cities. We're also preparing to air our message
on Zambian television and radio starting April, 2019.
We desire to leaven the country with biblical ideas
and call forth new entrepreneurs. It's not a
coincidence that over 2000 verses in the Bible
speak about business, money, and work. We're
confident that the wisdom of God with creativity
and hard work, will help lift Africa out of poverty.

